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POELLATH advised FoodSparks® by PeakBridge
on investment in supernutural
FoodSparks® by PeakBridge invested into sustainable FoodTech start-up supernutural
GmbH. The round led by FoodSparks® by PeakBridge will allow supernutural to further its
international expansion plans.
Supernutural is a Munich-based award-winning FoodTech start-up that designs and builds
unique nut grinders sold in conjunction with an innovative subscription model for the production
of on-demand natural nut butter. Supernutural’s machines are currently installed in 20 EU
countries, thus displaying strong market traction for freshly pressed nut butter.
FoodSparks® by PeakBridge is a seed fund for European agrifood-tech start-ups, initiated by
PeakBridge, the agrifood-tech venture capital fund manager investing globally, and EIT Food,
the world's largest Agrifood Innovation Ecosystem supported by the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT). FoodSparks® by PeakBridge fund invests in pan-European
seed and early-stage start-ups to offer access to strategic capital and support with scaling up,
thereby working towards innovative solutions to some of the world’s most pressing problems
in food production, supply and sustainability.
POELLATH advised FoodSparks® by PeakBridge on its investment in supernutural with the
following team:





Dr. Michael Inhester (partner, M&A/ venture capital, Munich)
Andreas Kühnert (counsel, lead, M&A/ venture capital, Munich)
Adalbert Makos (counsel, M&A/ venture capital, Munich)

About us
POELLATH is a market-leading international business and tax law firm with more than 150
lawyers and tax advisors in Germany. We stand for high-end advice on transactions and asset
management. We offer legal and tax advice from one source. In our selected and highly
specialized practice groups, we not only know the law, but shape the best practice in the
market together with our clients. National and international rankings regularly list our
professionals as leading experts in their fields.
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We offer comprehensive service in the following areas: Mergers & Acquisitions | Private
Equity | Venture Capital | Private Funds | Real Estate | Corporate and Capital Markets |
Finance | Tax | Private Clients | Foundations and Non-Profit Organizations | IP/IT, Distribution
and Antitrust Law | Litigation and Arbitration.
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